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(Ft. Cory Gunz & Jae Millz)

[Verse 1 : Bow Wow]
Fi fi fi fi find me in the nice spot
Watch me get this b!tch jumping like hopscotch
Bow is the name but don't get it twisted
Always wear a rubber when I'm in these dirty b!tches
They better stop playing with me, they better stop it
doe
Rooms full of cash, would think I sold a lot of doe
(Stuntin)
Ka-keep hoes like a pint do, killing every stadium and
every f-cking Venue
I run this shit, hit these other rappers up like Funyun
Chips
Big Dog no kibbles and bits
And when I say I ball, I ain't talking dribbling b!tch
Pa park my Yacht next to Diddy boat
I put on for my city yo, if you ain't planning on making it
rain
Then why the f-ck you in here foe
Smoke erb 'til my lungs collapse
I'm just a young nigga with big stacks
They Call me whizzle B!tch

[Hook]
Standing on the couches like we run this b!tch
I'm with a bad lambo and you know shot thick
I'ma kick the b!tch out if she act stuck dot dot
Baby, I can do it shot like dot dot, ah ah ah
Only nigga do it ah ah ah

[Verse 2 : Cory Gunz]
Weezy and gonna got em bro, red tails my nigga gets
fly and let em go
Young money if they never know they better know I set
and go we never fold
You softer than a treasure troll
For the Fed they going federal so fled the folds
The sevenal leaves several with severed souls
Beyond payne on my job state I'm my moms blamer
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Its little John Cramer the Tom aimer
Stunta showed the way its back to bigger business
We NWA its still make a business
I got the game on cheats C.C.G
Malice b!tch its WMCMB

[Verse 3 : Jae Millz]
You already know what I'm on coke flow
Call it Franky Lamon if niggas look ho they see they
hatin as a reflection all in my diamonds
I'm in a lambo, you in a scion
Talk stupid bumping in me and get pressed like a iron
The same couch, I can be you standing and you get die
on
I walk in my closet and get my get fly on
What these boys call fly, I wouldn't even try on
I'm too hard
Move work from only
I smoke medicated pow it

[Hook]
Standing on the couches like we run this b!tch
I'm with a bad lambo and you know shot thick
I'ma kick the b!tch out if she act stuck dot dot
Baby, I can do it shot like dot dot, ah ah ah
Only nigga do it ah ah ah
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